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Abstract
Phase and cable identification is a challenging issue. Power-line communication
technology is applied to identify cable and phase of power distribution systems. Power
cable circuits have only a limited ability to carry higher frequencies. Typically
transformers prevent propagating the higher frequency carrier signal. The proposed
method uses the limited propagation ability to identify the cable as well as the phase. A
new cable and phase identification system is designed and implemented. The system
consists of a transmitter and a receiver with power-line communication module. Some
experiments are conducted to verify the theoretical concepts in a commercial building.
Also some simulations are done to help and understand the concepts by using Simulink
simulator. It can extend the application area of power-line communication.
Keywords: Simulink, Cable Identification, Power-line communication, Distribution
lines control communication

1. Introduction
Electrical power lines are usually classified into high, medium and low voltage
lines. High voltage lines form the transmission line network that transports energy
at over 100kV from generating power plants to electrical substations located near
demand centers. Medium voltage lines (typically below 50kV) and low voltage lines
(less than 1kV) form the distribution line network, which carries electricity from the
transmission system and delivers it to consumers.
Distribution lines branch into multiple circuits to power local pole- or padmounted transformers [1]. Various distribution lines topologies exist and differ from
country to country, and also within each country, for example radial and
interconnected distribution networks, delta and wye three-phase services, singlephase and split-phase low-voltage services, different earthing systems.
Electrician on site should correctly figure out electrical configurations such as
phases and cable connections. The unmistakable identification of cables and phases
is an absolute safety related task. When confusion in lines for phases and cables
occurs, disproportionate concentrations of loads can easily occur, and this type of
disproportionate concentration of loads can cause phase unbalance that can lead to
power loss or power failure and, further, equipment failure due to excessive voltage
regulation or reduction of useful life, etc. What this would all mean is that it can
result in substantial management difficulties such as economic losses, all because of
the reduced quality of voltage supplied to the customer. A wrong selection can
result in fatal consequences for the operator and cause the loss of supply for the
connected customers. Thus, electrician must become able to figure out there in the
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field as to which phase of A, B and C phases the line conductors belong and as to
which transformer the line conductors is connected.
Usually in a substation, electric power is provided to end customers by means of
A, B, C three phases through three or four conductors. From MV/LV transformer on
electric pole or pad, electric power is serviced one or three phases through two,
three or four conductors. As electrician approaches toward the end of the
distribution lines, the effort to distinguish both an absolute phase value and cable
configurations to MV/LV transformer becomes more difficult.
The need to determine phases and cables is increasing. The determination of an
absolute phase is difficult when it is needed on site. As such, most of phase
distinguishing methods employ methods that distinguish phases based on comparing
the known phase value of a substation with the unknown phase value of a local site
[2-7]. For the phase determination, GPS technology is utilized to synchronize time
at different locations, which is used to measure the phase for electric signals [8].
In addition to the phase identification, the cable identification is also a
challenging issue. The determination of cable connectivity is difficult when it is
needed on site. The recent cable identification system, newly developed, consists of
current impulse generator and receiver. The receiver is connected by a clamp for
decoupling the identification signal. The pulse generator generates some special
type of pulses and transmits them into the cables being identified [9]. The sent
impulse signal causes an electromagnetic field with a defined polarity around the
cable which is received with the flex coupler of the receiver, automatically
synchronized. The directional clamp in combination with the parameter monitoring
by the receiver provides a safe selection regardless of any interference. It means that
only one conductor or cable has the correct polarity while all other cables have the
opposite polarity. As another method, direct signals are injected on the transmitter
and the received signals are analyzed in terms of amplitude-time-phase at receiver
[10]. Another method is to communicate coded messages between central device
and line device through the distribution networks [11].
Consider the situation that many transformers and distribution lines are deployed
along the street as shown in Figure 1. There, an electric technician wants to find out
transformer or distribution line to which premise power line cables are connected. It
is not easy to figure out because there are too many obstacles such as buildings,
trees, hills.

Figure 1. Situation to Require Cable Identification
In this paper, we propose how to find out the cable and phase identification by
using power-line communication for the easy, reliable and safe selection of cables.
The paper uses some facts that power cable circuits have only a limited ability to
carry higher frequencies. A new cable identification system is designed and
implemented. The system consists of a transmitter and a receiver with power-line
communication module. Some experiments are conducted to verify the theoretical
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concepts. Also some simulations are done to help and understand the proposed
system by using Simulink simulator.

2. Proposed Architecture of Phase and Cable Identification System
The power network can support communication channel based on power line
communication technology. Power line communications have been used at all levels
of the power network. A wide range of power-line communication technologies are
needed for different applications, ranging from narrowband to broadband over
power lines (BPL); on high voltage lines for telemetry, protection and control by
utility companies; on medium distribution voltage lines for advanced metering and
grid optimization by electricity providers, but also for high-speed Internet
distribution; finally, the vast majority of PLC applications are on low distribution
voltage lines, both indoor and outdoor (between transformers and buildings), for
both low-speed command and control applications and high-speed networking.
Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) systems becomes recently one of
applications widely used.
In spite of the growing use of digital communication systems, PLC is still often
the most cost effective and reliable solution to cover the operational needs of a
power network. The key advantage of PLC is the use of existing electrical lines as
communication medium, which provides the major benefit of eliminating
considerable costs of installing networking infrastructure, like dedicated cables or
antennas. Data is sent on the power lines by superposing a modulated highfrequency carrier signal on the power line voltage, being high, medium or low, AC
or DC. The carrier signal is then de-coupled and demodulated at the receiving end to
recover the information.
We distinguish today between two classes of PLC systems: narrowband and
broadband. Usually, narrowband PLC (NB-PLC) refers to low bandwidth
communication, utilizing the frequency band below 500 kHz and providing data
rates of tens of kpbs. Broadband PLC (BPL) utilizes a much wider frequency band,
typically between 2MHz and 30MHz, and allows for data rates of hundreds of
Mbps.
The power lines were not designed for data transmission and they constitute a
challenging environment for communication. The transmission network and even
more the distribution network have the characteristics of a very complicated wired
network, which vary with time, location and are frequency-dependent. The main
factors that affect the communication performance are high signal attenuation and
considerable noise. Also, severe electromagnetic compatibility restrictions impose
non-negligible challenges to PLC systems. Those are the reasons why most PLC
technologies limit themselves to one type of wires (such as premises wiring within a
single building). These characteristics can inversely be utilized to identify cables.
Typically power distribution transformers prevent propagating the high frequency
signal, which requires multiple technologies to form very large networks [12].
Various data rates and frequencies are used in different situations. Power
distribution transformers cause high signal attenuation when PLC devices are
located on primary and secondary sides, for example in communication between
meters on the low voltage line and a concentrator connected on medium voltage
side. Both signal propagation on multiple paths and signal reflection due to
impedance mismatches in branching points can generate attenuation distortion of
PLC signals. This phenomenon is less observed at low communication frequencies
(below 150 kHz), since the signal wavelength is quite long (over 1km).
Whatever the type of modulation used, a PLC transceiver includes a few basic
blocks as shown in Figure 2. Different solutions use various levels of integration of
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these components, from full-digital modems with external discrete components to
highly integrated systems-on-chip [13].

Figure 2. Architecture of PLC transceiver
The core of each transceiver is the modem itself, which usually implements the
physical and data link layers, according to the OSI model. Modulationdemodulation, error correction, media access control are among the major functions
performed at this level. A MCU unit is responsible for networking, protocol, and
application-specific functions. At the other side, transmitted and received signals
are processed, in digital and analog form; the main operations include filtering and
amplification.
Figure 3 suggests how to identify the particular distribution transformer among
three transformers which serve electric power from the secondary side of a
distribution transformer to end customers. Power-line communication systems
operate by adding a modulated carrier signal to the wiring system. Modulated high
frequency carrier signal is transmitted along a power line from a PLC transceiver
and is blocked by a transformer which means that the injected signal does not cross
over the primary side of the transformer. The proposed system consists of a client
and a server. Carrier signals are transferred between client and server via power-line
communication. Since the power distribution system was originally intended for
transmission of ac power at typical frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz, power cables have
only a limited ability to carry higher frequencies[14,15,16]. The propagation
problem shall be a limiting factor for each type of power-line communications.
Especially, the transformer would block the carrier signal cross over the transformer.
We expect the modulated carrier signal by the client would not cross over the
transformer Tr.2. Even though the signal can cross over the transformer Tr.2, its
size would be weak enough not to be communicated via PLC modem.

Figure 3. Operation to Identify Transformer
Cable identification methodology can be developed with above characteristics.
The injected signal would not be detected from other distribution lines connected
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with Tr.1 or Tr.3. The server unit on distribution lines linked with Tr.2 would
respond with the corresponding signal. Also, the responded signal would be
received by the client. Then, we would say that the client and the server be
connected to the same cable and transformer.
Figure 4 suggests how to figure out cable and phase identification by using more
servers with different coded messages. As one client sends out a request message,
all the server would respond with different code messages. The client would receive
sequentially messages depending on the distance between the client and servers.

Figure 4. Operation to Identify both Cables and Phases
The distance between the transformer Tr.2 and a server is „Lt‟. Also, the
distances between the transformer Tr.2 and other servers are „Lt‟s. Consider that the
client starts send message at „to‟ and would receive message from the nearest server
1 at time „t1‟. The client may receive later other messages from other servers (ser. 2
and ser. 3) at time „t2‟ („t3‟) as shown in Figure 5. Geographically, other servers
(ser. 2 and ser. 3) are located far way two times of „Lt‟.

Figure 5. Flow of Operation between the Client and the Servers
The transmission time that the carrier signal transmits over the distance „Lt‟
becomes „TT‟ = Lt/S, where „S‟ is the propagation speed of carrier signal. Finally,
the client would receive different code messages at different times, „t1‟, „t2‟ (= t1 +
2 x TT), „t3‟ (= t1 + 2 x TT), respectively. If the client could discriminate the
messages received different times („t1‟, „t2‟, or „t3‟), phase and cable identification
can be possible. If the servers with coded messages are installed on known phase
lines, we can tell which phase the client is connected to after discriminating the
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messages. As an example, Lt = 100 m, S = 3 x 108 m/s. Then the round delay time
RDT (= 2 x TT) becomes around 700 microseconds. However, Very fast signal
processing is required for the phase and cable identification.
Figure 6 shows the flow chart for algorithm to determine the nearest server. The
client and the server need to communicate coded messages each other and resolve
the messages. Error detection algorithm is also required for reliable identification.
The client and server would be implemented with embedded system.
It is required that both the client and servers are ready. The server only responds
whenever there is client request. The client starts to send request message. A server
may respond corresponding message with server identification number. After
analyzing the received message, the client can determine the nearest server which
may be directly connected to the client. The nearest server would respond on the
client request in the first if possible discriminates RDT precisely.

a) client-side algorithm

b) server-side algorithm

Figure 6. Flow Chart for Determination of Nearest Server

3. Simulink Model for 3-phase Distribution Lines
In order to apply properly the cable identification technology, some analyses
about power-line communication should be required for distribution lines. Digital
computers can be used to accommodate various methods to do network analysis.
Flow calculations, fault current calculations, EMTP analysis, etc., can be
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considered. For analysis, some researches have been done. The two port network is
used to represent the low voltage distribution systems and Matlab/Simulink is
applied for the analysis of PLC signal attenuation from the secondary side of
transformer to the customer locations [14, 15]. ATP/EMTP is also used to carry out
simulation about characteristics of high frequency transformer [17].
In this paper, 3-phase line model is used to simulate signal propagation
characteristics for each phase. Traditionally, a 3-phase line was described as a
single phase, lumped model by using equal load and balance line conditions, and the
analysis that calculates the phase shifts was performed based on the Kirchhoff's
voltage law [7].
Figure 7 shows a simplified model of distribution lines that have 3-phase, 4-wire
multiple conductors with a multi-grounded neutral. A model will be used to analyze
the carrier signal between the two points on a distribution line. To the top of the
distribution line model, distribution network model is comprised of 3-phase power
sources, circuit breakers, transformers, loads, ground, etc. Distribution network, in
particular, can be described with branches going out in radial direction from a
substation.

Figure 7. 3-phase 4-wire Grounded wye Line Segment Model
The distribution lines can be modeled as a distributed parameter circuit through
the application of, instead of a static model based on the circuit theory of Kirchhoff,
the transmitted wave theory. Power signal that goes through a power line moves in
accordance with the electromagnetic transmission theory. The power waveform
applied to the lines is assumed to be a sinusoidal waveform. The individual phase of
a three-phase voltage signal is a 120o apart and it is of a 60Hz frequency. In order to
distinguish individual 3 phases, the symbols A, B and C are used. The transmission
equation for a power signal is applied to a distribution line.
Applying Kirchhoff‟s voltage law to the 4-wire grounded neutral line circuit,
phase impedance matrix is obtained by Equation (1).
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Equation (1) can be reduced 3 x 3 phase matrix consisting of the self and mutual
equivalent impedances for the three phases. “Kron” reduction method is applied in
usual. Finally, Equation (2) for converting line-to-ground phase voltages to
sequence voltages is obtained by:
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, where the diagonal terms of the matrix are the sequence impedances of the line such
that:
Z00 = zero sequence impedance
Z11 = positive sequence impedance
Z22 = negative sequence impedance
For distribution network simulation, MATLAB Simulink software is used [18].
Compared to other software programs, Simulink software offers the advantage of
not requiring a compilation process for the source code.
As an example, the Simulink model including several transformers and
distribution lines is shown in Figure 8. More details for the Simulink model such as
power sources, lines, unbalanced loads, transformers, grounding resister and phase
measurement system for phase simulation are simply explained below [8]. In the
first, the input source is expressed in terms of power with an internal resistance and
inductance. Power capacity that can sufficiently provide power used in the load is
arranged. Power is wired as a 3-phase and a supply voltage is sinusoidal. A neutral
point is connected to a grounding resistance. The power output is provided to
distribution lines through a transformer wired as a wye(Y) or delta (Δ).

Figure 8. Sample of Simulink Distribution System Model
For the Simulink model of loads, various forms such as constant impedance, a
constant current load, or a constant capacity, etc. can be used. A constant impedance
model is that linear load that has a series resistance, inductance and capacitance
value in a prescribed frequency. The effective and reactive power dissipated in the
load has the characteristics of being proportional to square of the applied voltage.
Simulink model of a constant current load is useful for allotting any current by lines
and is used in this paper.
In modeling a transformer, the voltage ratio of primary and secondary voltages
and wiring method can set. Transformer specifications used in simulation comprise
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3-phase transformer with 3 single-phase transformers, and wye(Y) and Delta (Δ)
wiring is possible in the primary and secondary. In this paper, the transformer model
that takes into consideration internal loss that is dependent on internal resistance
and inductance is used. Recent transformers have very low resistance and voltage
drop. Therefore, usually the voltage phase shift across a transformer is calculated as
less than ±5 o.
Ground is modeled as having only a resistive component. Ground resistance is
assumed to be 5Ω, which is a standard value for a 22.9 kV multiple-grounding
system [18].
For the distribution lines, parameters are represented as symmetric (zero, positive,
negative) components [7, 19, 20].

4. Simulation and Implementation Results
It is to determine the frequencies of power-line communication. Many nations
regulate unshielded wired emissions as they have the potential to cause radio
transmissions. It is recommended that unlicensed bands or below 500 kHz be used.
By using the sample distribution model shown in Figure 8, the distribution system
is analyzed with Simulink when carrier signal of 290 kHz and 300 mA is injected
onto the distribution lines.
With the assumption that electrical signals move at the speed of light is made,
propagation time would be required for electrical signals to move a certain distance.
There are several factors such as propagation delay, the length of line, the
distributed parameters, and load current, etc., to affect the modulation
characteristics. The length of „Lt‟ is used 500m.
The component values used in the simulation of equation (2) are as follows [21].
Zero Phase Ro = 0.23 Ω/km, Lo = 5.478 mH/km, Co = 0.008 μF/km
Positive Phase R1 = 0.17 Ω/km, L1 = 1.21 mH/km, C1 = 0.00969 μF/km
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show voltage waveforms at three different positions (P2,
P3, and P4). In order to show the characteristics of modulated signal, some larger,
exaggerated, carrier signal of 300 mA larger than real signal is used to. The figures
show that modulated signal is gone away at P4 which is located on the other
transformer.

Figure 9. Voltage Waveform at P2 for Carrier Signal of 290 kHz and 300mA
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Figure 10. The Secondary-side Low Voltage Waveform at P3 for Carrier
Signal of 290 kHz and 300mA

Figure 11. The Secondary-side Low Voltage Waveform at P4 of the Other
Transformer Cross One Transformer for Carrier Signal of 290 kHz and 300
mA
Figure 12 shows architecture of cable identification systems, which is comprised
of a server and a client. Message from client program is transferred into PLC
modem through interface. PLC modem converts the message into signal, which is
modulated into higher carrier frequency. The modulated signal is transferred into
the server. The server side‟s PLC modem receives the modulated signal and
demodulates that into data. Then it is moved into the microprocessor. The server
program responds to the client.
The power needs to activate the microprocessor and system. The power source
unit is for the power. It is also important to determine the frequencies of power-line
communication between broadband PLC (BPLC) and the narrowband PLC (NBPLC). Here the carrier frequencies are 290 KHz and 125 KHz with narrow band
modulation of simple MAC.
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Figure 12. Architecture of Cable Identification Systems
A test system is implemented and tested. The PLC modem chip with carrier
frequency of 290 kHz/125 kHz and narrowband simple MAC is used. Arduino Uno
board is used for microprocessor unit. [22]
Experiments done in a big commercial building show that the PLC carrier signal
is transferred into the range of PLC carrier propagation. The high frequency carrier
signal does not cross over the secondary side of a transformer.

5. Conclusions
For the proper application of the cable and phase identification technology,
characteristics of higher frequency carrier propagation are analyzed through several
transformers with Simulink. Simulink models and theoretical methods are presented
for the analyses. Theoretical simulation results in that the injected carrier signal is
hard to cross over the higher level transformer.
In order to verify the idea, the proposed cable identification system is
implemented with narrowband power-line communication module with simple MAC
and 290 kHz and 125 kHz. Experiments show also that the carrier signal is not
transferred over the higher level transformer.
For the further research topics, more experiments are considered.
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